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FOREWORD
The purpose in presenting this paper ia to
reaoh a aatisfaotory explanation of the problems
involved when a soldier becomes a victim of enemy
warfare.

Although gruesome stories are often ad-

vanced under certain ciroumstanoes, one cannot
appreciate the veracity of the situations unless
he understands the preparations whioh have been
made to cope with them.
The subject matter of this thesis baa served
as the basis for broadening the scope of the author•a

own ideas, and it 1a hoped that the reader will also
enjoy some enlightenment.
Some of the facts presented are opiniona,a few
are from notes of experience, and the rest are facts
of extensive research.

They have been carP-fully

analyzed and evaluated on the basis of the available
evidence.

The evidence has a solid background aa a

definite reference to the Selective Bibliography in
&a.l cases has been attempted.
This eubject is rather new, and although the
available material in the literature ia not copious,
it ia clear and concise and embodies a very timely
and pertinent problem.

1.

INTRODUCTIOI

considering th• profession of Medicine ia connection with the war and along Aviation ebannels, it
is readily recognized that heretofore the Army and the
Navy have been handieapped by the lack of adequate
facilities with which to transport wounded and sick
mea.

Th••• men must always be transferred, under

optimal oonditioae, baek to the rear from th• front
linee where they have had th• misfortune of becoming
caeualtiee.

The Kedieal Department hae always been

a part of the Military Se:rTiee einc• the ancient
ware, and th• individuals of this department have
eonetantly and tirelessly attempted to proour• th•
advancement of their department to the point where
greater effieieney might be attained.
Due to the fact that the prevailing modee of
travel in the olden times were euch that one could
proceed hardly any faster than by walking, it ia
quite conceivable that many injured men in the early
wars lost their lives aa a direct result of the time

coneumed in their transportation,

The first and beet

methods of transporting casualties were by oxcart with
the floor heavily bedded down with hay or etraw.

Thie

provided a ll&tural shook absorber and it was a eatiefactory means of transportation as far as the
resting of the patient wae concerned.

The vehiolee
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traveled slowly, and very little jostling about
occurred so that as far as this was concerned it was
quite desirable.

However, this was extremely slow,

and often took a whole day to travel 15 to 20 miles,
but if rough country was encountered, much shorter
distances were the maximal extent of a day•e travel.
In these olden times stretcher bearers played
important roles and they have always been a vital
part of the armed services.

If a wounded man required

only a short distance of transportation, this method
was qulie adequate, but it required two men to carry
one wounded man back from the line of duty.

Thie

condition would necessitate the lose of three men in
the front lines whenever a casualty occurred, so the
balance of thought in favor of such a condition was
only of minor significance.

Then, of course, two men

bearing stretchers could not travel over long distances
so that this type of transportation was of lees importance than an oxcart which at least could carry
several men at the same time and not reduce the
number of able bodied men in the front lines.
There was also developed the horse and buggy
ambulance which was able to transport casualties by

a much faster means, but traveling this way meant
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considerable jostling around of the wounded men, and
this created a very undesirable feature.
The automobile ambulance came into existence in
the early part of the present century and it served
to cut down greatly on the time consumed in getting
soldiers out of war zones.

The main advantage here

was that several men could be transported at onee, and
at relatively high rates of speed they could be taken
long distances to a resting spot, suCilh as a convalescent
home or a hospital.

The automobile ambulance also

offered the advantage of 11.ight transportation as well
as day travel, whereas a horse required rest during
some part of the 24 hours.

The oar. no matter how

well equipped with springs,or how well padded it was.
caused a considerable amount of jostling around, especially if there was any rough terrain to be covered.
The hospital train was developed early and of
course it was the main method of wholesale transportation with all the other methods of hauling acting as
supplementary features to its use.

The hospital

train also was not entirely smooth riding and therefore did not qualify as an optimal method for carrying the sick and wounded back to safer locations. It
maintained its importance all through the stages of
development from oxcart to the automotive ambulance,
but at present it is losing some of its importance
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through the development of newer and faster methods
of transportation.

Following the automotive ambulance

the next great step forward in the transportation
of wounded or sick was the appropriation of the
airplane for ambulance purposes.

Thie was found to

be a valuable time saver and it was functionally
important during the first World "'ar.

The Germane

made great use of the airplane ae an ambulance and
other nations have followed their lead with great
enthusiasm, which however, was extremely slow to be
aroused.

The airplane ambulance offered great ad-

vantages over all other previous methods of transportation

and it is at this time coming into use as the

preferred type of vehicle when any great distances
a,re to be travelled.

In the future it .may even replaoe

the hospital train.
It is interesting to note, however, that no
matter how modern we think everything has beoome,we
still have all of thees ancient methods of transportation available in certain localities and they are
serving their own loeal purposes.
Now and then one hears about , o.r reads about,
ho•rible conditions arising where wounded soldiers
are brought in and placed on the fioor of some kind
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of a place where medical headquarters have been set up.
Due to the faet that there are only a few doctors

available at this plaoe or maybe only one, many of
these soldiers have to wait for long periods of time
before they are able to receive any medical attention.
Nowadays, thanks to the aid of the air corps, these

conditions have been alleviated by either flying
these soldiers to another place or hospital where
good medical care is available> or else by flying .
doctors and nurses into this plaee to help take care
of the sick and wounded.

Preventing this type of

conditions to arise has been the ultimate aim of the
Medical Department and finally, after many years of
red tape cutting and expert persuasion on the part
of enthusiastic individuals, the Government ta cooperating fully wtth the Army and Navy Medical Oorpa
for the proGUrement of airplane ambulances and for all
types of advancements possible along this line.
Not only do the swifter methods of transportation
save lives and create a greater efficiency among the

Army personnel, but it al so keeps up the morale of
the soldier boys.

This may be witnessed in conditions

where boys see their buddies become severe casualties
and they know that the Medical Department is on the
job to take care of them so that they will be in

s.

good oare and out of danger in a matter of only a
few minutes , or hours at the most.

7.

II HISTORY

Years ago sick and injured people were transported mainly by oxen drawn vehicles, wheelbarrows,
&nd by litter bearers.

tater appeared animal drawn

vehicles in whole companies.

ks an example of this

we find where they had so-called •rlying Ambulances•
back in 1792.

Baron D.J. tarrey, the greatest rrenob

Military Surgeon of his time,(1766-1843) invented these
1111bulanees.

He served in the Napoleon!• wars and was

made famous by his being the first to amputate at the

hip joint with suecesa.
to Larrey,

1 The

Napoleon left 100,000 rranes

most virtuous man I have ever known•.

He was the originator of •rirst aid to the wounded• in
the ultra-modern sense, taking the hospital to the
wounded.

With bis ambulanees be formed whole companies
and was with the armies at all times.

•with bis hun-

dreds of ambulances, direotly a battle was joined
and not after it•.

(Garrison 1929)

tarrey joined the French army Aprill, 1792 when
France was invaded by the eontinential powers.

He

observed faulty arrangements in the ambulance services
there.

As a result he proposed to the General to ea...

tablish the Ambulance Volante, or a means by which the
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(

wounded might reoeive first aid on the battle field.
Thia proved to be very euooeseful and at the elose of
the campaign he was ordered to Paris to oomplete this
Ambulanoe Volante and to adapt and introduoe it into
the other armies of the Republie.
In one campaign near Dresden in Saxony he visited some of his wounded soldiers who had been moved
there by the inhabitants, who, higbly zealous and
humane, and in eonformity with the adviee of Larrey,
had employed for their removal a kind of wheelbarrow,
very oommodious and much in use in the eountry for
the transportation of wares and merohandiee.

Each

private man had several of these wheelbarrows for his
own use.

The road being throughout a de'isent, the pro-

gress of this means of conveyance was not at all impeded.

lo method of transportation oould have been

more eonvenient or expeditious.
Thie circumstance proves how important it is for
a surgeon in chief to study the oountriee through
whieh armies pass, in order that he may bs eapaple

of eonvsrting to the advantage of the wounded the
resources presented in different looalitiee.(Larrsy 1832)
In the United States during the Civil war the
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soldiers underwent many erude amputations at the
front 1 and hospitals seemed havens of eomfort to the
wounded aoldiere.

The field surgeons were ruthlese

in lopping off arms and legs which piled in heaps,
111&n high, about their bloody tables.

Infection was

often far advanced even before the wounded ever reaehed a hospital.

He eould lie still though, on a bed

instead of the floor of a freight oar, the deok of
a ship,or a shelf in a jarring ambulance.

Tpe

journey by road was the 11<>st painful mode of transportation.

Yet the ambulanoes in the u.s. Army were

a humane.innovation. This type of ambulance had never

been used in the u.s. before the Civil war.
Even way baek in 18!:50 before the Civil War we
were behind Europe in development of transportation

methods.

Just two years before the outbreak of the

War, the Kedical Bureau in an uncharacteristic moment

of expansiveness deaided to fall in with the modern
European idea of providing wagons expressly planned
for carrying the sick and wounded.
The design which met with greatest favor,
because

it was light and intended for only one horse,

consisted of a square box mounted on the axle of a
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single pair of wheels.

These gigs would orack at

the first strain and were unbearable to the suffering
man.

Every one condemned them but so many had been

ordered that it was a long time before they were entirely supplanted.
The cumbrous four wheeled ambulances which required four horses to draw them were the most comfortable that could be devised.

Only the worst eases

found plaees in them, however.

For men with fresh

amputations, with faces shot away1 or with lead in

breast or belly was reserved the poor luxury of
being bumped and jolted, or dashed against each
othe~and against the sides of the vehicles as they
hurtled over the rough roads to the rear.
The journey by rail was mercifully shorter if
the ears were not sidetracked or delayed.

When suoJ:a

accidents oeourred the men suffered horribly.

They

were elosely packed on the floor of the ears,some on
mattresses,some on straw, and some on the bare boards.

The boxears were dark and noisy.

The sick and wounded

on the open flat ears were exposed to the blazing sun
or to wind and rain.

One exceptional ease of medieal

neglect was at one time when

•oo

wounded men arrived

unexpeetedly in the nic}lt on a train and no ambulances
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were there to meet them.

After fruitlessly searehing

for the Hospital Offieials, the Doctor in eharge of
the men deserted his cares for some food and rest.
Some nearby residents heard about this and aroused the
neighbors and brought food, stimulants, and fresh
bandages.

Needless to say this doetor we.a discharged

over this incident.
The citizens of this area won high reputations
for generosity and compassion over their repeated and
unendinr attempts of coming to the rescue in these
malorganized services.
Tke wreakage of the army was received by ship as
well as by trains.

Hospital ships would move in at

night and unload silently, then after transferring
passengers to the ambulances the passengers would be
taken out to the hills, and the ambulanoes oould be
heard rattling out beyond the eity all night.
(Kowalzig 1940)
It is possible that very little advancement
was made in Ameriean Kedioine until after the
Revolution.

A

new hospital was put up~ the site

of the Bellevue hospital in 1796 and one of the first
great Ambulance
18o9.

Services was established here in

( Garrison 1929 )
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Virahow, during the Prussian War, supervised the
erection of the Army hospital on the Templehof and
in 18?8 he organized the Prussian Ambulance Corps.
(Garrish 1929)
Then later, motor ambulanoes followed and took
their plaaes to become a vital part of eivil as well
as military medicine.

All of these different types

of transportation were, of aourse, aombined with
. rail transportation.

The main objeot at first was

to get the patient to the dootor as soon as possible
with no thought for ooafort in the movement,and it

was not until after the World War that muoh progress
was made regarding ground ambulances embodying easy
riding qualities.
In contrast to the abominable conditions in the Civil

War where so much human suffering was enoountered,we
may look upon an incident in the present day war and
realize the shocking difference.

•rrom an English

Port•(l9"3) 1 The first American ambulance train in the
European theater was used for the first time recently
when it transported to military hospitals two hundred
American sick and wounded brought from the lliddle East.
A British hospital ship edged into this port
early one morning and within a few hours United States
Medical Corpsmen had disembarked the aasualties to the
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waiting l~-ooaoh train b.J.ilt in British shops.
The Americana, most of whom were walking oases,
were pleased with the train'• comfortable accommodations

incl~1ing compartments for sitting oases, six ward
oars for stretcher oasea,and an operating room.
As a result of careful study of rails, olearanos,
grades, ourves 1 and tunnels on the continent, the
train could be used to evacuate wounded froe a western
European front.•

(World Herald 9-1-&3)

Aviation will undoubtedly revolutionize transportation as the automotive industry has revolutionized it
in the past.

This may be attributed to a natural

sequel of the World war.

In general, progress in

design and construction has been toward safety, reliability, and comfort, as well as better performance.
'!.'he mulitmotored, cabin type airplane could be used
in military servioe even though it is not suited for
combat work.

Its usefulness is limited more or less

to the purpose of rapid transport of personnel and
light cargo.

The use of such a type of airplane as an

ambulance in time of war opens a new avenue of escape
in the problem of evacuating the wounded and sick.
(Simmons 1938)
The transportation of sick and wounded patients

appears always to have been a major problem of both
civil and military medicine.

Kilitary history; at least

up to the time of the World war, is full of victories,
defeats, and stalemates, which were dictated as a

result of medical situations commonly due to transportation difficulties.

Great critic isms were directed at

General Meade for not pursuing General Lee after the
battle of Gettysburg.

A decisive battle might have

taken place which might have ended hostilities and
shortened the war by two years, but General Meade
stated that it was not humanly possible to neglect the
tremendous number of sick andwounded men on the fields
of battle, and that the task was so great his force
could not clear the field of wounded men and pursue
General Lee.

( Grant 19<ll)

Napoleon's iiussian Campaign collapsed largely
because of inadequate medical services and any such a
Campaign today would still be impracticable without
sufficient medical aid.

(Grant 19<ll)

The first known report of airplane ambulance
service was in 1910 by a Captain and a Lie'tenant in
thtoast Artillery to the Surgeon ~eneral. These men
were stationed in Florida at the time. ~ortly after

this first fiight these men went t-0 lfaehington to get
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funds from the War Department for improving this type
of plane, and using it for carrying surgical dressings
and transporting patients.

Thia mission failed, but

this was the first time the great pessibilitiee were
pointed out for thie purpose.

(Med. Dept.u.s. Army 1830)

During the retreat of the Serbian Army in 1915 in
November and December, 1:3 wounded or sick were tranaported by airplane about 50 or SO miles.

This was an

emergency measure and no special provision was made by
any modification of the emergency plane.

Thie was

successful, and not only were the patients transported
safely bµt they also escaped imminent capture.
(Med. Dept. U.S. lfrmy 1920)

In France, during the World ~ar, Dr. Chaeeaing, a '
member of the chamber of Deputies, aucceedsd in inducing
the aviation department to construct an airplane
ambulance designed for carrying patients in a recumbent
position.

This was tried out and in ~eptember of 1917

it was proved a success.
Allenby, in ahe British battle of the Holy City
in 1917, spent most of a year in perfecting the Medical
Services and he took the ambulances off of wheels, devised a desert sled,and utilized camels in a special
evacuating system. Thie was a victorious battle
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and he left none of his 90,000 men lying on the
battlefields.

Besides benefiting the wounded men,

this procedure also greatly improved the morale of the
soldiers.

(Grant 1941)

.ll&jor Reams was one of the first Medical Officers
in the

u. s.

Army to be designated as a flight surgeon.

He was the first to be placed on a flying status also.
He aas killed in a crash at Eppingham, Illinois on
August 24, 1918 while on duty,

Ream Field, Houston,

Texas was named in his honor in September, 1918.
At Ellington Field, Houston, Texas an improved
type of plane constructed on the plan of the one used
at Gerstner Field wae commissioned July 8, 1918 and
this was the first plane to use the standard

u. s.

Army 11 tter.
In one instance five flyers crashed at Brenham,
Texas in a hurricane.

It would have taken a motor

ambulance at least a day to make the trip over very bed
country roade, whereas the 5 flyers were at the base
hospital at Ellington Field two hours after the crash
by the use of the airplane ambulance.

So much use of

it was made here that it was considered just as necessary to have the airplane ambulance ready as the
motor ambulance.

(Ued. Dept. u.S.Army 1929)
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In the U.S

then this means of transportation for flyers

injured in crashes became promi~ent soon after flying
fields were established.

According to the records, the

first flying field to use the airplane in transporting
medical officers to the site of orashes, and also for
transporting patients, was Gerstner field, Lake Charles,
Iowa.

Crashes occurred around here in low swampy oountry1

surrounded by many bayous where they oould not be reaohe d
by any other means except the airplane.

Ooneequently, in

February 1918·, the commanding officer at that field authorized the conversion of a JN-' airplane into an ambulance.
(Ked. Dept.

u.s.Army 1929)

In spite of prominence given to airplane crashes in
.,

the newspapers, legitimate transport is as safe as any
method of transportation,

By legitimate transport is

meant: That by licensed pilots, flying licensed planes
over regular airways.

In 1928 only e.7'1, of accidents

ooourred in legitimate transport.

In 1929 there was one

fatality in airmail service to every one million miles
traveled.

All passenger carrying pilots were required

to be examined physically every six months and the others
every year.
Yed.. 'r

7·;;,:;

The companies have graduallyAthat medical supervision was necessary and are now ad.ding medical men to
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their staff.

Aleo there is no question that a man who

has had some practical knowledge of flying makes a
better and a more valuable flight e:iraminer.

(Bauer 1930)

The total number of airplane ambulances in the U.S.
Army in 1935

wa;s

three; therefore the Army's acquaintance

with this type of evacuation was very slight.

These

three were used constantly though, and procurement of
more was eagerly sought.

(Beaven 1935)

Speed, comfort, and safety may now all be obtained
in the airplane ambulance.

With this type of flying,

which is straight and level, with selected pilots, most
careful maintenance of equipment, due regard for weather
conditions, and improvements in airways, the accident
factor is exceedingly low.

Even bad weather will be no·

deterrent in the near future. (Beaven 1935)
There has been a constant effort down through
hi•tory to render the logistics suitable to tbe situation.

The transportation of disabled in any occasion

is a medical function as it must be intimately dovetailed
with treatment.

In the heat of battle the greatest need

for transportation comes at a time when oncoming traffic
to the front is at its highest.

Evacuaticn,tberefore,

always is slowed down in major engagements and all but
stopped entirely when roads are commandeered for forward
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moveaent only.

The development of the airplane ambulance

is an ideal method for transport and has been sadly
neglected by all nations exoept Germany.
Questions over the safety of airplane flying were a
bugbear to its further development for auite some time.
The War Department was approached upon numerous ocoasiona
with the thought of authorizing more universal use of

the air ambulance.

Unfortunately for the progress of

aerial evacuation, one of the most ad.vanced airplane
ambulances crashed while flying in a severe electrical
storm near Morgantown, Maryland on May 28, 1921.

This

resulted in the death of seven officers and men.

This

one untimely crash probably set back the dev.elopment of
aerial ambulance aviation byat least ten yeara.

(Grantl941)

Before, and in the early stages of the present war,
the United States were decidedly and hopeleaaly behind
Europe in the development of the airplane ambulances.
An International Uonference on thla subject was held
in Paris in May, 1929.

one of the first places where

airplane amb:lances were used to any extent was in
Korocco and at this conference a report of the use in
Morocco was made as to the value of the airplane ambulance.

As the spark of preparing for further use was

now ignited it was set going with great enthusiasm and
at the present time we can assume that we have advanced
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our methods of aviation to a higher level than exists
in Europe.
A

(Bauer 1930)

new plan for the evacuation of casualties has

been advanced now.

It is an air evacuation group

ooneisting of two heavy squadrons and one light squadron.
The light ones go farther up to the front.

The heavy

squadrons stay about five to ,twenty miles behind the
front lines.

These are made up ~ith sroups of officers,

nurses, and enlisted men whose job it is to care for the

wounded.

ttesponsibility rests upon this group until

they get the patients to the &one of comr!llnioations or
the zone of the interior.
take over from there.

Ground installations are to

In the last few months we have

transported approximately 300 patients out of Alaska
alone.

we are transporting them out of Neufoundland

all of the time back to the united States where they can
get definitive treatment.

It is only a question of time

until we can assure all of our troops 1lhat they are
going to receive within a comparatively faw hours the
very best of treatment that is available. ( J.of Av.Jled. •U)
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III CLASSIFICATIONS OF CASUALTIES
ADW:NISTRATIOI:
The medical regiment is a component of each infantry
division, the function of which is to evacuate the
wounded from battalion aid stations and give such treataent as may be pr·,cticable at the hospital stations

where they are assorted as occasion and types of wounds
may demand.

In most instances the seriously wounded are

transferred to a mobile surgical hospital, and later
by ambulance to an evacuation hospital, which in turn
evacuates by a hospital train to a general hospital.
Thus, a wounded soldier is attended by the medical
personnel of his regiment and brought to the battalion
aid station.

Here he is taken over by the collecting

company and littered to a collecting station.

From here

he is taken by amb:,lanoe to the hospital station, and if
seriously wounded he is transferred to the surgical
hospital.

Later he ie evacuated to an evacuation hos-

pital, and from there to the general hospital for
definitive treatment.

(Simpson 1939)

The collecting station is approximately one mile
behind the front lines ~nd the proximity of a good landing
field near here would avail the soldiers of a much
better method of transportation.

The airplane ambulance
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might piok them up from the collecting station and take
them directly to the general hospital, thus eliminatil.ng
the laborious task of the intermediate transfers and the
time consuming operatione.

(Simpson 1929)

In general, casualties are thought to be divided
in relative numbers.

fifteen per-cent are killed,

Forty five per-oent are ambulatory, twenty1'are in need
of transportation in a sitting position, and twenty percent are in need of transportation in the reoumbenj
position.

Of the last twenty per-oent, forty per-oent

are considered as non-evaouablea and are destined for

the surgioal hospital.

If the landing field were in any

near pro:rimity to the oolleoting stationsit is readily
oonoeivable how the airplane could get them to a general
hospital in much less time than a motor ambulance could
get them to a surgical hospital, taking into consideration the congestion of roads and unavoidable delays.
Aleo these wounded men would be more 00111fortable enroute
as the airplanes would not be crowded, and emergency
treatment oould be administered.

In this manner of

prooedure the soldier oould be under adequate treatment.
in a,pproxi111&tely three hours, that is if the general
hospital was about fifty miles baok.

The evaouation

through battalion aid station and collecting station
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should take around two hours and the flight back to the
general hospital thirty minutes, the soldier reOeiving
stimulants or narcotics on the way, and in approximately
three hnurs he would be under hospital care.

(Simpson 1989)

The casual ties approaching or going through the
collecting stations are sorted and cil.assified, prsferenoe
given for evacuation by airplane to the more seriously
wounded.

Also, in no ietanoe would an airplane ambulance

be allowed to return from the general hospital without
being fully loaded.

If airplanes ,are not able to care

for all wounded, the less serious ones are sent by the
usual way on the ground.

Upon return of the airplanes

to the collecting stations they would be utilized in the
tranaport of medical supplies for the battalion aid,
collecti.ng, and hospital stations.

Also medioal !personnel

for replacement could be brought forward in this manner.
(Simpson 1929)
A logical scheme providing for the early treatment
of injured ia the event of a poor landing or crash of
an airplane would seem to be the immediate dispatch of
a Medical Officer in an airplane to t,,e scene of the
accident.

•one must be ultra..phlegaatic to make a first

ad.rplane trip and, on alighting retain that calm frame
of mind requisite to the best possible handling of a
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perhaps gravely injured aviator!

tGrant 1941)

It ia

therefore recommended that medical officenon duty at
aviation fields be required to make a sufficient number
of flights with qualified aviators to acouetom them-

selves to the experience.

The relative infrequency of

this type of accidents is all the 1110re reason for this,
what might properly be called, training.

'The Flight

Surgeon's work is the ounce of prevention and the duty
of the ambulll'DS ship is to pick up the pieoes.

'fhe

mission of both 1a the care of the flier.•(Grant 1941)
THI AO'J.'UAL CASUALTIIS:
1.

a.

3.
4.
6 •.
6.

?.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Airaiokneaa
Altitude siokneae
Rarefied air casualties
Pulmonary gunshot wounds
Injuries of the ohest
Injuries of the abdomen
Injuries of the brain
1raoture wounds of the j&w
Head injuries
Depth chargea-Retroperitoneal hematoma
Pneumothorax
Ked1ast1nal emphysema
Dysentery
The bands
AIRSICKNESS:

It 1• not the noise that ll&kaa these

patients siok,as they soon become aoouatomad to it.
Thia happens also ollly in the sitting position and not
while the patient is lying down.

Thia is relatively

1na1gn1f1oant though, as in a few oases that were tried
no damage was done.

RAREFIED AIR:

!ven at 3500 feet up in the air, in

dertain conditions, prolapse of damaged tissues may ooour.
Plasters and covering dressings may evidently prevent
these conditions from occurring.

If thia were done though

peripheral blood circulation might suffer and produce
delayed hemorrhage.

This condition, however, would be

quite rare.
ALTITUDE SICKNESS:

This constitutes oxygen deficiency.

In this oiroumstanoe unconsciousness is sudden and the
patient is not aware of its coming on.

The critical

level is about 33,000 feet and in the sick or wounded
ones we might expect reactions at even lower levels.
This must be controlled by oxygen administrations.
(Hippke 1940..Leggenberger 1919)
Wounded men with pulmonary gunshot wounds are in
very eerious conditions.

Severe hemorrhage with anemia

precludes air transport bµt possibly blood tr&nsfuson
may render these patients fit for flying.

Even these

prohibitions must be modified in oases of mass air
evacuation, this constituting the lesser evil.

(Hippke 1i40)

The influence of altitude, diminution of air
pressure,and lowering of temperature in injuries of the
chest, abdomen, and brain,has remained debatable.
Considering wounded soldiersof war time during the
Polish Uampaign of the German Armies, the facts show
that these types of injured men are not well suited to

as.

be transported in this fashion.

Prolapse of the brain

might result in oases of lowering in atmoepherio

pressure

where excessive defects of bone and dura prevailed.
Distension of the abdomen ma.y occur from increased gas
formation,(or expansion) in the case of abdominal gunshot wounds.

This is not any matter of concern though

at less than 12,000 to 13,000 feet.

Respiratory reduct-

ion ooours at about 4,000 feet with increases in theloas
of blood.

tung wounds respond by death when transported

in airplanes, but if the patient .is administered oxygen
he has no difficulty.

In a report of 2500 ca.sea of

transported soldiers, only 4 of them died.

Three of

these had severe peritonitis before they started and
they all oocurred in planes with no oxygen equipment or
physician attending.

(Tonnie 1;40)

For treatment of fracture wounds of the jaw and the
brain no facilities or personnel are available in the
field.

For the final treatment of tangential and seg-

mantal wounds, which included the largest mnaber in the
World war, X-ray ddagnosis proved indispensable.

In

oases where heads were operated on at the front, where
no knowledge of oomminuted fractures was available, and
they did not get back to definitive hospitals, they
died of cerebral abscesses.

Those which were not
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operated on and flown to general hospitals and observed,
healed with no infections.

Quick hospitalization with

necessary quiet and restfulness resulted in the reduction

of operations to check infections to a a1n1lllllll.(Tonnis 19~0)
The problem of pain in the head injuries has not
been solved entirely and is left to be improved upon in
this war.
portation.

It also consists lit.inly of a problem of transHere in surgical oases there is a triad of

responsibility.

The surgeon who advises the removal,

the doctor who receivee the patient, and the administrator,
not necessarily a medical man, who is.in charge of the
vehicles of t.raneport.

The surgeon who advises removal

cannot learn how his patient withstood the journey, the
doctor who receives the patient does not kriow the condition ()f tp.e patient when he started out, and he le inclined
to think that the surgeon who advised removal has used
poor judgment,
The problem now is not to bring the surgeon to the
patient bµt to bring the patient to the speoialiet
surgeon farther away so that he is equidistant from all
parts of the line 1 and then transporting the patient by
an increased velocity, aa by airplane.

Once the patient

is in the plane he is free from jolts except in taking
off and landing, and these could be neutralized to some
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extent by shock absorbers on the stretohe.r rests •
Although springs have been claimed of no use, 1t seems
plausible that 1n certain oond1t1ons they would add
tremendously to the comfort of the wounded passenger.
An addition of a few hundred
to a very great extent.

miles WDuld not then matter

Arrangements may be made so the

patient could be wheeled directly fron the plane into
the operating room.

(Layton 1940) ·

In reviewing eurg1oal problems 1t was found that
depth charges are likely to cause rupture of the colon ud
retroper1toneal hematoma 1n aen sw.1111ll11ng on the surface
of the seas.

In ships that strike mines many curious

conditions arise.

Evacuation by seaplane ambulance of

these oases would improve their chances of recovery.
The U,

s.

Ooast Guard has removed many patients 1n this

way and .to the '.r great benefit.

German press reports

of August 9, 194.1 indicated that 280,000 wounded had
already been eiacuated by air from the eastern front.
(Hargreaves 1940)

In this new type of aerial transportation 1t must
always be kept 1n mind that patients having traumatic
injuries to the thorax must be selected with care.
Olosed pneumothorax 1s more dangerous in aviaUon travel
than is open pneumothorax.

When the plane gal ns altitude

the gas expands and 1n case of open pneumothorax where
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there is pressure applied for its closure this can be
opened and the tension of pneumothorax released. (Lovelace 1942)
11ediaetinal emphysema may occur from rapid ascent.
This occurs by air being forced into the mediastinal
tissues and then traveling upward by way of the fascial
planes to produce pressure by inflation of tissues
around vital structures oontained in the mediastinum,
The same thing holds true with patients witb subcutaneous
emphysema and advice given about their flying must be
guarded.

When tra.nsportation by air of these patient•

is unavoidable, medical officers present should record
the clinical effects for future guidance,
During the Polish oampai gn many German Soldiers
were affected with Dysentery.

Special diets were trans-

ported to the front for these men: also nurses, laundry,
etc., filled the planes on any trips in which there were
any vacant spaces available.

The air corps maintained

medical personnel and required an auto ambulance service
at the flying fields.

'.l.'his author states in regard to

this new type of transportation of the indigents that:
•11ethods vary, but the mind must remain unchanged in
common work and comllk>n endeavor to reaoh a common goal.•
(Hippke 1940)

'
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The bends (Caisson disease or d1ver•s paralysis) 1a
caused ~Y

the presence of bubbles o~ nitrogen gas 1n

the blood and tissues.

Under the increased atruospher1o

pressure additional amounts o~nitrogen go into solution
in the body; this 1s released as bubbles of gas when the
pressure 1s reduced.

The condition can be largely pre-

vented by reduo1 ng the pressure to normal very slowly.;
the time required increasing with the amount of the
pressure.

It 1B treated by again placing the patient

under pressure and reducing the pressure more slowly.
This condition 1s evidenced in pilots and passengers.
by severe joint pains.

X-ray films of joints under

these conditions have p~oved. that bubbles of gas are
really formed there in the joints and these are what
cause this severe pain.

(Korb 1942)
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IV

TYPES OF PLANES IN USE

No one type of aircraft should be designed primarily
as ambulance planes, but commercial aircraft should be
ueed of the type that oan readily be converted.

The

great use of ambulance airplanes in future wars will
be in the rapid tr,,nsport of wounded, and oaaee which
heretofore have been too serious to carry.

Transport-

ation by airplane involves little or no shock.

The Med-

ical Departments as a whole oan aid the proposition by
familiarizing themselves with the whole subject of the
airplane ambulance.

(Bauer 1930)

The actual design of airplane ambulances was taken
care of with the development of OOlfaeroial types.

The

sitting passenger types were readily converted to accommodate litters without materially changing the structure of the planes.

The only specifications necessary

for such a conversion would be the actual dimensions of
the standard litter, and an ambulance could readily be
made from a large passenger plane overnight.

In 1939

there were approximately one hundred companies manufacturing airplanes, many of which might have been oansidersct
for ambulance use. ~inoe then,many other companies
have added their part to indust;y and are also manuf&Ot'uring planes.

(Si1111one 1938)
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The Air Corpe had three Oox-Ilemin planes, which in
comparieon to the contemporary passenger planes were
obsolete, but they had proved their value.

They were

powered by only one motor, with a cruising speed of 100
miles per hour, carried six hours fuel, and two litter

patients, with pilot.and a medical attendant.

A one

motored plane, though, had a limited desirability.
(Simpson 1929)
The Fokker trimotored type transpcrt, eimilar to
the one used by Byrd in his South Pola expedition, was
utilized as an ambulance plane.

these types were designed

to carry twelve passengers, pilot, mechanic, baggage
and 500 pounds of mail, had a maximum speed of 150 milea
per hour and a cruising speed of 120 miles per hour.

Thia

would be an excellent type to be used and may easily carry
eight litter patients along with their attendant.
cabin dimensions are 5X5fX1S feet.

The

Thia type of trans-

port is now being used as regular equipment on commercial
airways.

It is readily assumed that. this type may be

heated, lighted, and equipped for emergency treatment
which may be administered during flight, such as the
application or readjustment of splints, administration of
stimulants and narcotics, arrest of hemorrhage , and the
treatment of shook even to include hypodermoolyaia and
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saline infusion.

(Simmons 1938)

The Douglas transport, a larger and somewhat slower
plane, will oarry four litter patients when converted
into an ambulance.

The single motors of these planes

render them undesirable for use.
As oommeroial airora.f·t may possibly be taken over

and used for ambulanoes>the manufacturers have been
urged to take this into consideration in their oonstruotion.

Certain dif"ioulties may thus be obviate4

suoh as making the proper size door spaces and arranging
the interiof of the cabins in a 111>re suitable manner.
(Simpson 1929)
Sanitary aircraft, constituting a special section
of the military airforoe, might consist of two types of
planes: light and heavy weic'.ht planes.The light planes
could follow the arates in campaign in the neighborhood
of the front and play their role in the evacuation of
the severely wounded soldiers from the immediate line
of action while the larger ones could bring them into
the station hospitals or tnland,

In this role the large

ones oould serve the same purposes that the hospital
train

has in the past with a muoh better result.

(Bauer 1930)
Considering the small rescue planes and the large

_transports we find that most aooidente involve no more
than one or two individuals,and the rescue planes could
be used here which accommodate two l1 tters, a pilot, and
a flight surgeon.

The transport type could be used in

conditions where a larger number of individuals are injured such as in an offensive battle, or a sinking ship,
or a eudd.en retreat.

Relatively a;peaking, great speed in

either type is not particularly essential.

Added weight

such as refinements, cabinet utensils eto.,oould be
dispensed with in the smaller rescue type planes, but
the laTger planes must have toilets, water, cabinets
for utensils, dressings, blankets, and a baggage compartment.

The type beet suited to combat certain con-

ditions can be decided upon only with a considerable amount
of experience.

Thie author considers it advisable that

the Medical ~epartmeno gain familiarity with this type
of transportation so as to more ac.:urately estimate the
value of the evacuation of battle casualties.

(Beaven 1935)

Since winning the approval of the War Department,
there have been many practical plans presented for the
emplO yment of the al rplane ambulance to augment ground
evacuation of the_ sick lilld the wounded from the armed
foroes•tront lines.

The adaptation of suoh a system le

humanitarian and will not only shorten time and space
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factors of evacuation an provide good treatment, but it
will aleo greatly contri but3 to the morale of the ar'lliee.

(Grant 1941)
Of course many new problems arise every day that have
to be met.

)(any seafaring service men are either injured

or lost at sea as muoh as one hundred miles from any
other surface craft.

They mµet make the beat of any

flota.tation possibilities they have and hope to be
rescued.

Sea aircraft here is very essential.

Due to

the faot of shipping shortage and extensive zones of
activity, surface craft cannot be diverted into these
areas for evacuating purposes.

This, of oourse, will

be done when practical airplanes prove to be the primary,
method of evacuation here.

All of these measures under

these particular conditions will be measures of ex:pedienoy
and they will be possible only when we have established
local .oontrol of the air.

There will be nothing eleotive

in this type of patient evacuated.

It is a matter of

expediency only and of doing the job; in 1l'e best possiblewa.~
under the adverse circumetanoes that exist in the armed
services at war.

(Adame 1942)
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V

EQUIPMENT OF PLANES

STANDARD EQUIPIIENT:
The airforoe administrators, after having used
the airplane a.mbulanoe for

a

short. \Lne,have decided

upon a desired amount of equipment for its '!!&ximal
utility.
An axe
A saw
3. .• pair of heavy bolt cutters
4. llesh splints
5. A tourniquet
6. Aromatic spirits of ammonia
7-. A hypodermic oase
a. A canteen of fresh water replaced daily
9. iot less than two substantial woolen blankets
10 •. vacuum bottle replaced daily with hot coffee or
hot soup, especially during oold rigorous weather
11. A first aid cabinet
18. A number of litters suitable to the size of the plan,
l.
2.

The ehips, unless they are large ones, should
travel together.

The patients should be handled only

onoe eaoh loading and unloading.

(Simmons 1938)

At Gerstner Field, Lake Oharlee, Iowa they <Dl&tructod a reclining ohair for a litter whioh would permit a

recumbent or a sitting position.

·rhle didnot prove

altogether too satisfactory and was later abandoned.
The Stokes Navy litter permitted the patient's
transportati ·n from the orash to the operating table by
no disturb~noe to him whatever after he was eecurely
fastened to thelitter following first a1 d tr;eatment at
the soene of the orash.

Due to the oomplioationa of
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winching this ~tokes litter into place this type of
litter was abandoned.

( Jled. Dept. U.S.Army 1929)

At Ebsrt•s field in August, 1918 a very useful form
of litter was constructed.

It consisted of a frame of

iron pipe about six feet long constructed so that
leg had a separate frame for splinting purposes.

each

canvas

was laced to the frame and broad straps were provided
to firmly fix all parts of thep&tient•s body to the litter.
Ingenious ideas were brought out at this time at the many
different flying fields by modifying planes and adapting
litters.

Some used a modified army stretcher and

others just a plane litter that was adjusted for carrying
the patient all of the way without his being changed abo.it.
·rn most cases the turtle back of the plane was removable,
permitting of plaoing the patient inside, or on tha
fuselage, from above or below.

In one model the patient

was put on a coffin like litter and slid into the side
of the plane similar to the manner of Closing a sliding
chest drawer.

The patient was usually secured to the

litter so as to permit the handling of both patient and
litter as one object.

(39) (Ked. Dept. U.S. Army 1929)

This author claims that no other country used the
airplane ambulance to any extent during the World War
since little record of any appears in the literature
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up to trie present time.

In his opinion the sliding

~heat drawer type of position in the airplane offe:e the
most convenient method of loading and unloading the
litters.

(39)

In any event the patient in transport must be securely tied in:pasition with a canvas belt and strap with
many blankets over the parts of rubbing so that there
will be no shifting allowed in the oase of foroed aerial
acrobatics to lose an enemy attack.
l(eurice Sinolair•s adaptation of the ·1·11omas i::nee
Splint to the fracture of the femur was the greatest
single piece of surgery of the great war.

Before this

development, fractures of the femur were the most fatal
of all wounds.

After this the wounded man had a good

chance of a reasonably rapid convalescence and his pain
in transit was minimal.

(Payton lifO)

If the patient is wounded with an abdominal wound
he must be put in the Fowler's position immediately and
l•ft that way.

The only chance of saving :patients with

abdominal wounds is by their collection by the airplane
ambulance and taking them immediately to hospitals.
This, of course, would be r~,ther easy except in case o:f
retirements or in defeat.

No matter which type of

vehicle is used in transport, it must be able to take a
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Radmore c:air or similar modification of the ordinary
stretcher.

To lay them flat on thie again though, after

having them in the fowler's position, is to invite back
1

Death 1 after he has been driven aw&}'.

be transported upright.

Lung wounds must

'!'his is good treatment in

itself except in open pneumothorax which generally is
thought to be a oontraindiaation ta aviation transport.
(Layton 1940)
We might say that transportation and first-aid decidtl

the fate of the severely wounded at the front lines.
The tri-aotored passenger planes have been readily
converted and racks are fastened securely to thesides
with no motion except for elaetioity.

No necessity for

springs has been felt either in squalls during flight
or when landing.

A relatively large number of spinal

injuries has made it necessary to include glass or ruboer
bedpans in the plane equipment.

(Schmidt 1940)

In addition, ambulance planes should be equipped
with proper tools to aspirate air from pleural cavities,
should the necessity arise.

When ambulance planes are

able to fly over friendly territory, free of mountains,
and in good weather, they may remain at low altitudes,
and under these conditions there are no definite contra...
indications to aerial transportation of patients.
(Lovelace 1942)
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All personnel flying in the army airplanes are required
towear ps.raohutes.

A study was made to develop a par-

achute to attach to both patient and litter so as to 1st
him down s&fely in oase of an emergency presenting itself.
Results of this test proved quite satisfactory and in
many planes this type of equipment is standard.
(Beaven 1935)
As well as carrying patients in these air type
ambulances they could also utilize them for the transpcrtation of Medical Personnel for replacement purposes
in the flights up to the front lines.

Besidea,they

would be traveling practically empty on the return trip
if some use was not made of this flight.

The Officials

generally arrange it so that the planes will carry a
capacity load both uplto the lines and back again.
(Simpson 192~)
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VI

LOCATIONS

The flying ambulance type of transportation would
be available in open warfare where the positions would
not be fixed, but of oourse, in warfare of fixed positions
there would be less likelihood of landing fields in
the vicinity.

Enemy artillery fire here would tend to

prevent this type of evacuation.

In this case the

wounded may be evacuated to the oolledting stations by
litter, thence to the hospital stations, by motor ambulance,
(5 or 6 miles) and from here directly to the nearest
landing field and by airplane ambulance to the general
hospital.

( Simpson 1929)

Also this method of transportation provides a means
by whioh a specialist may take over some meticulous case~
so that B:>me cases like appendicitis or acute intestinal
obstruction would not necessarily have to be tended
by a doctor who does an operation like this only once in
six months or a year.

He would be located centrally

and have patients flown into him from equidistant points
on either flank.

(Beaven 1935)

Having decided during peacetimes the type best
suited for transporting the sick and injured, procurement
during hostilities might readilY be facilitated and
rapid expansion begun at a moment's notice.

Further, there

are several thousand airports scattered over the U.S.
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which could be used for the dispersion of airplane
ambulances for the wounded soldiers.

(Beaven 1935)

No special difficulty is encountered following
oaeualtiee upon, or within the vicinity of the flying
field, particularly if the terrain is passable to
motor ambulances.

Difficulties multiply though, when

casualties occur remote from field or hospital and upon
a terrain difficult of access, or otherwise requiring

an unreasonable loss of time.

Also it must be re-

membered that aireb~p casualties frequently include

injuries to the ora.nium, vertebral column, thorax, and
abdomen, and others of the gravest type.

Deep consider-

ation of these cases must be allowed for before they are
permitted to be carried by aerial transportation.
(Sharpe 1918)
A logical scheme providing for the early treatment
of injured in the event of a poor landing or crash of
an airplane would seem to be the immediate dispatch of
a lledical Officer on to the scene of the accident by.
airplane.

It is recommended that medical officers on

duty at aviation fields be required to 1118.ke a sufficient
number of flights with qualified aviators to accustom
themselves to the experience.

The relative infrequency

of this type of accidents is all the more reason for
this, what might properly be called, training.

(Grantl941)
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The sanitary airplane may be forthwith oonsidered
as another name for the means of normal evacuation in

modern wars.

But it seems unlikely that it can approach

the front nearer than about 5 Or Smiles.

At the rear

it must serve the large hospital centers between 100 and
150 miles from the front.

The development of the

ae .. elopnent of the autogyro would solve a great problem

here.

These planes must average a speed of about 100

miles per l:our with a radius of action of around 300
miles.

(Halcomb 1943)
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VII

WEATHER

The establishment of the Condor Legion in Spain
afforded the first opportunity for the airplane ambu~ance•a
practical application under specific conditions.

In

flying soldiers back from Spain to Germany, difficulties
arose in crossing the Alps, during winter months especially,

as there was danger from ice foruation on the wings of
the planes.

It is neoeseary to cross the Alpe at 18,000

to 17,000 feet at times.

Under these conditions passengers

often became painfully aware of thelack of heating
facilities and the cold had a bad effect on them.

No

winter clothes were available and the blankets alone
afforded insufficient protection againet drafte around
doors and windows.

The men with upper arm fractures

suffered most because their abduction splints prevented
firm dressings and coverings.

The only possible relief

was well packed hot beverages, preferably in thermos

bottles and some alcohol containing drink in the form
of eggnogg or such•

Then at the end of the journey

when clouds prevented ground vision, low flying was
imperative, and choppy weather induced many squalls,as
a result of which airsickness frequently occurred
producing quite serious effects.
Bauer 1943-Tioe 1943)

(Kowalzig 1940.....
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One of the first agencies to be called on in times
of disaster is the Ar.- Air Corps for rapid transport&tion of victims.

In a recent tornado in Texas and in

a flood of the M:issippi river the air corps was called

UPon for aid.

In the Texas tornado many puncture wounds

were received and the occurrence of tetanus was undoubt-

edly prevented by the early administration of tetanus
antitoxin which was brought there bf airplanes,

Also

the carrying of these patients to distant hospitals
helped in the prophylaxis of tetanus.

Medical supplies

were transported to the Mississippi flood area as well
as were patients transported to different hospitals as

a result of this cataatrophe.

Nicaraugua was also

aided in a recent earthquake.

In 1933 the Army Air

Corps was held responsible for the o&ire of sick and
wounded in over 300,000 000 boys, many of whom were
eva~uated from remoteareas by airplane ambulances.
Thie of course, has to do witb conditions during
peacetimes but, nevertheless, the same principles and
tactics are used and improved upon in the Services
Medical Corps.

(Beaven 1935)

Thie weather condition, the squall, playing an
important role during transport of the wounded,is the
main factor to which acceleration may be attributed.
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It might gain considerable significb.nce in an in~ured
person.

Straight line and turning velocity which

affeot the constitution in various ways and degrees are
the causes of airsickness.

Nausea, flow of saliva,

hiccups, and vomiting are the ssmptoms and must be avoided
in a severely wounded man.
these SYl!lptoms.

A reclining position prevents

The strongest squall velocity is

encountered in the vertical direction and aeserves
special attention.

Seve:z:e accidents occur if the person

is not strapped in.

These large planes are not toys of

the elements , so the wounded are not readily affected
by acceleration, but their impaired state of health
renders them more readily susceptible to changes.

Of

course the added experience of the !pilot provides for
considerable prevention of these conditions.

(Schmidt 1941)

Heat is always necessary and some cabin planes have
heat retaining linings which can be laundered.
ventilation is also necessary.
is an inhibitory factor.

Adequate

Ice formation on the win ga

Each morning, flight possibilities

must be weighed in the light of weather forecasts
received at the base hangar.
Great elation was felt over this type of care of the
wounded, and even among those left behind, it created
the feeling that everything possible was being done for
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the common soldier.

The morale of the soldiers was

thereby maintained and this type of transportation
minimized the fear of being wounded the second time.
This is highly valuable for its psyJhogenic features.
(Schmidt 1941)
Due to rapid advancements of modernp.lanes, technical and mechanical difficulties are being overcome
and at present play only a minor role in the use of the
airplane ambulances.

Only fog and mud should prevent

their flying and the planes may now be designed to
overcome the mud handicap.

(Simmons 1938)
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VIII

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

High speeds of approximately 100 miles per hour,
fuel cape.city of six hours or more, multimotored types
that maintain flight with one or more motors not functioning, ability to land in small fields and get out
of them, plus absolute comfort whil.e in flight, are
features which must not be overlooked in appraising the
value of the airplane ambulance.

This method of evacu-

ation is pe.r:icularly adaptable to tl::.e transportation of
certain classes of casualties that were heretofore considered as non transportable.

The period of time in

bringing casualties to their ultimate destination would
be shortened by days.

In addition to these features,

treatment of an emergency nature may be instituted whil~
in flight.

(Simpson 1929)

Besides being limited ·by landing fields, the use of

the aieplane ambulance is limited by servicing facilities
a.nd the weather conditions to some ellltent.
now being diverted toward

Attention is

the landing on the decks

of airplane carriers of thel!avy.

As to weather conditions

the ambulance would be held up only by very dense fog.
Evacuation may be accomplished at nigh t if necessary.
The problem of landing may involve some structural changes
but this could easily be overcome.

The pilots used here

would be mostly civilian pilots as they have had their
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training on commercial planes.

This type of aviation

would be widely different from war plane aviation and
these commercial pilots could be readily drawn upon
with no requisite of further training.

(Simmons 1938)

Some of advantages in summary
1.

More rapid transportation of the wounded or sick.
Counting time to load or unload 100 miles could be
easily traveled in lees than one hour.
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More comfortable conditions in transit. Patients
would not be jostled about over rough roads or in
rough-riding vehicles.

3.

The daily picking up of the wo~ded and their relief
on the battlefield or in the neighbor~ood.

4.

Immediate treatment of wounds and the transportation
emergency oasea,.

of

5.

Considerable improvement in wound prognosis.

6.

Maintenance of a powerful morale of the soldiers
in the field of battle.

7.

Wholesale evacuation in bulk if Military circumstnce,,
demand with the transportation of cases other than
emergencies.

8.

Transportation of medical supplies and medical personnel to and from stricken areas of war or civilian
catastrophies.

9.

Safety: The soldiers would not be abandoned to be
subjects of second attaoks.

.

10. Eli"mination of the mobile surgical unit.
11. The hospital stations and evacuation hospitals could
be relieved of their load and the surgical hospitals
cOuld be eliminated altogether.
12. Possible elimination of the hospital train.
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Some of the disadvantages in sum,,,ary

1.

ATTACK BY ENEMY AIRCRAFT:
This should be obviated though, by agreements

between hostile forces and by distinctive markings on
the wings of the planes.

But if this failed to material-

ize, low flying when the airplanes approach and leave the
hospital might render their observation less likely.

2.

FIRE FROM HEAVY ARTILLERY NEAR HOSPITAL STATIONS:
To oope with this, a landing field might be considered

at a point where a haul by ground ambulance would be
necessary to precede the pickup.

3.

PROBLEM OF SUITABLE LANDING FIELDS:
Suitable landing fields may not be available in

close proximity to the hospital.

It is true though that

eome large transport planes are capable of taking off
and landing in a smaller space than many small airplanes,
due to their slower speed and relatively greater wing
surface.

Also weight could be reduced by carrying just

sufficient fuel to fly in and out of the emergency
field and then landing at a larger field some miles in
the re&T where sufficient fuel could be added to complete
the journey.

4.

ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS:
This might be considered an advantage in the fact

that it would !prevent observation by the enemy.

But

airplanes ara now being landed by radio and our knowledge
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of blind flying is increasing rapidly.

In this connecti:a,n

the development of television might contribute greatly.
(Beaven 1935)

Weighing the advantages here with the disadvantages
listed we can see that they far outweigh them and the
field is today wide open for further development.
After the World War and up till 1935 there was not
a single recorded aooident in our army in transporting
patients by air.

The experience of the Yrench in Morocco

and in Syria from 1923 to 1925, when 3,000 patients were
evacuated, was likewise as good, without a single serious
aocident.
In etne case in the Army where flying ambulances were
in use, a doctor arrived at the scene of an accident in
time to save the lives of two cadets.

In another incident

a rib punctured the lung and the phyetoian arrived in
time to prevent what was an impending fatal hemorrhage.
The surgeon had an emergency kit in the hospital at all
times and the Medical Officers were ready at any time to
fly with a pilot, in any machine, to the scene of any
accident.

They received no flying pay, and their only

object was to save life and improve the service
rendering as much help as possible to pilots.

by

This was

a great event in develo.P111ent as it precipitated a
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radioal ohange.

Following this successful result of

praotical utility the Director of the Air Servioe
ordered at this time the oonstruot ion of airplane,
ambulanoea at all flying fields.

(Beaven 1935)
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IX

ORGANIZATION

If it beoomee evident that medical aviation does
not raiee many problems one must still consider the
diffioultiea of organizing this service and its technical aspects.

A certain German doctor states, •To

discuss orgliaation here publicly is not possible•.
(Hippke 1940)

It is quiti obvious also that this

author realizes the burden of restrictions placed upon
him by the Nazi Military muzzle, and it is likewise
apparent he would be very glad to discuss the problems
ooncerned if he were permitted.

The main thing in the

organization though, is the close cooperation of the
Medical Army centers, the Air Corpe, and possiblJ the

Navy.

The signal Corps has a signal service, without

whioh ,we· can realize ,a,,iation would be clearly impossible,
and which oan lend aid even while the plane is in flight.
Taking off affords fewer teohnical diffioultiee than
landing and efficient organization here would promote
a state of fewer casualties.
In the general organization we must coordinate the
working of aircraft with that of the Medioal Service.
There is need of giving instruction in aeronautios to
the non-commissioned officers of the sanitary servioe
and. also of giving pilots a little training in the duties

of the Medical Servioe.

It is indispensable that the
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aotive and the reserve personnel should have instructions
at least elementary in oharaoter, about airplanes so
that they will know lhow to start a propeller, to refuel
a maohine, to adopt a landing field and ]prepare it, and
reoognize aeronautio signals.

(Bauer 1930-Glynn 1940)

In emergency surgery time plays an important part.
The more rapid the transportation of the wounded to the
surgeon, the more successful _the outoome will be.

First

intention suture is not possible except during the first
hours after the wound is received.

More definitive pro-

phylaxis may be given to prevent grave infection, gangrene
in particular, if there is no delay in the wounded•a
acquiring medical aid.
Transport oonsist of "Time" and "Rest•.
thilllk of time and not eo much of dietanoe.
diminished distance means a diminished time.

We must

But a·
Therefore

every medical unit, vehicle, and individual must be
pushed up to, and sometimes beyond, the limit of safety
in order to render the best oare.

It 1a also sound

judgment to say that the medical personnel must not be
endangered because it is so much of a waste if any of
them are lost.

If any are hit in an engagement it 1e very

serious and the loss of each is doubled because he has to
be transported and treated by the reduced number in the
personnel department.
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Although we need reasonable protection for the
personnel, to keep them so far baok that they are never
endangered is to put them where they cannot be of much
service, and the long interim periods between engagements
are aided greatly by the presence near the front of the
medical UJ1ita.

(Layton 1940)

The medical aides must play an important part in
the reclamation of wounded personnel.
~re:

Some of their duties

1. Application of splints to a greater degree than
that of fi rat aid.

a.

Loading and unlo~ing of transport vehicles.

3. Stretcher drill: This needs as much constant
practice as musketry.
Stretcher bearing r~uires as high a coordination of
muscles as does the hitting of a golf ball.

Thus the

coordination of two, three, or four bodies is required
and it can never be guaranteed that there will always be
working together.

Constant training in these three

things does muoh to diminish the shook and to shorten the
time of transport for every wounded man who goes through
their hands.

During the last war there was muoh talk

about the medical officers hanging around with nothing
to do.

This should not be.

They <W.ld always be training

themselves and their personnel •. It is true though . that
specialization

may become stale, as frequently conditions

arise where equipment is not available and the old game
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of passing the buok beoomes apparent.

(L&yton 1940)

In the faoe of so many faots whioh show that
airplane evacuation is both possible and desirable, and
694 with the aocord of the Surgeon General, and the Chief

of the Air Corps s1noe 1925, it 1a d1ff1oult to explain
why we have lagged behind in development.

Possibly aa

more figures are presented from features of the present
war this slaok in development will be taken up •
. (Grant 1941)
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I

MORALE

The day has pa.seed when an injured individual is
allowed to be hurried to a hospital in a half lying,
half sitting position in the first available transportation, before he has been first properly treated at the
scene of the accident and prepared for transportation.
Severe injuries must be considered serious until proven
otherwise, and the, proper treatment is to hurry the
doctor to the patient rather than the patient '> the
doctor.

What a better means to accomplish this under

these conditions than by the airplane ambulance.

fhe

pilot, accompanied by the ¥light Surgeon, lands in an
emergency field at or near the scene of the accident
and saves hours over an otherwise harmful means of
transportation.

In considering a trip of 500 miles,

one need only compare the 16 hours by railroad to the
5 hours by plane, and what might happen to the patient
in the additional eleven hours might only be conjectured.
Just this much jolting around when the patient requires
quiet rest in bed may mean the difference between
recovery and death.
airplane;

~here is no such jolting in the

any movement at all is a slow, easy motion

which ie scarcely perceptible.

(Beaven 1935)

In every war special tactics have been developed
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for each weapon, and likewiee in this war certain basic
rules have been developed for the medical transport
planes, to insure that th,Y serve their purpose.

the

plane alone affords transportation for the wounded
directly from the front to the home bass.

What this

means may be best recognized by notidng the oountenanoes
of the severely injured, who at the front, look forward
eagerly to a safe landing at home within a few hours.
Since winning the approval of the War Department there
have been many -prnctice.l plans .,,:,:-esented for the ie,·1ployment of the airplane ambulance to augment ground evacuation
of the sick and wounded from the armed forces.

The

adaptation of such a system is humanitarian, and will
not only shorten time and·spaoe factors of evacuation
and provide good treatment, but it will also contribute
greatly to the morale of the armies.
Although ambulance airplanes are mostly being used
for emergency oases only, many conditions arise that are
not immediate emergencies and may develop into more
serious oases if they are required to wait for several
days before transportation is available.

Then also

considerable red tape must be consumed in certain cases
involving transpartation by rail, whereas a single order
could send or bring a plane to relieve such a condition
before too much time elapsed for the soldier•e beet oars.
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XI

MISCELLANEOUS

INSIGNIA OF AIRPLANES:
The neutralization of sanitary aircraft is a point
that must receive consideration.

In the Geneva conferences

in 18S4 and in 1906, although the sanitary airplane was
not foreseen, it was agreed that this type of mobile
formation was neutral.

The materiel as well as the per-

sonnel woud ha~e privileges of immunity as long as they
didn't take part in the fighting and did not commit any
aot s detrimental to the ene!!ly.

The modern interpret~.tion

of these convention drafts forbids flying over the lines
in a limit to be determined by an agreement bet•sen
governments.

This Sanitary airplane must be olearly

distinguished from the military airplane by its color or
by any other means on which it would be desirable to
agree as soon as possible.

To that end it would seem

wise that the entire oolor scheme be either whits or
oream colored, and that on the upper surface of the
upper wings , and on the lower surface of the lower wings,
likewise upon thesides of the fuselage, the Geneva Oros,
in brillian\ red be boldly displayed.

(Sharpe 1918)

While in flight these airplanes should never be
subject to enemy attack from the ground as it ie not
likely they will ever be over• nemy terrain and there is
little likelihood of their being attaoked by enemy
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pursuit if they fly at low altitudes and carry the Red
Oroes Insignia.

\ll'h1le on the field though, they may be

subjected to enemy artillery fire and bombardment, just
as any other plane may be.

The insignia of neutrality

although often attached, is still a great means of
identifying worthy planes as non-combatants, and ao
80ldier in his right mind should fire upon them.
(Simpson 1929)
HOSPITAL SHIPS:
The U.S. Ooast Guard has an organization called
"Hospitals on Wings•.

Immediately upon receipt of a

signal,NOU, by the Coe.at Guard from a ship at sea they
go into action.

This means "any Coast Unit" and it is a

call for urgent medical assistance.

Thie ie a maritime

emergency call and it is given the right of way over
other calla until a hospital ship is on its mission
toward the call.

These hoepital ships were first

introduced a few years ago primarily to rescue ships
at sea.

These Hospital Ships stand by ever ready, and

when a call comes in they are on their way.

Emergency

treatment is administered on the way returning to a
hospital.

The number of this type of ships has increased

great:j.y in the last few years and at _present they are
carrying on a great mission of mercy.
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At one time a message came in from a trawling
steamer and was received by a plane just taking off for
Washington D.C. from the Gloucester, Jlaseachusetts
•coast Guard Air Station".
and went immediately.
sea.

This ship accepted the call

The steamer waa 170 miles out to

The plane ploughed through a heavy fog, found the

location, and removed the injured man.

On the return

flight first aid was administered to this man who had
his fingers cut off by a windlass.

A radio message was

sent to the commander of the Coast Guard division at
Boston who brought an ambulance to the air field, ,the
victim was safely in a hospital in a little more than
two hours. after the signal had been received.

R11 pid

transport here saved this man•s life,
As a general thing, the assistance given on board
the flying boats is in the nature of first aid work
and is such that could be accomplished in the home by
a physician.

No actual surgery has ever been attempted.

In cases of seve~ pain though, an anaesthetic may be
administered on the flight to the Emergency hospital.
Some of these planes carry a crew of four, and in an
emergency, twenty passengers could be accommodated.
The plane• are constructed so as to make landings on
rough seas possible.

Each ship is equipped with a

collapsible lifeboat and stretcher for removing the
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injured persona from the shipe.

Eight stations are main-

tained at various points on both coastlines ae well ae
on the Gulf of Mexico.

At least one place ie standing

on guard all of the time.

In addition to these services

these planes endeaver to warn people of impending danger,
and they assist extensively in times of flood and ot}ier
disasters by tra.nsporting serum and biologic supplies,
as well as by scouting the afflicted areas for puroosee
of operations planning.

(~inters 1939)

THE AIRPLANE,A POSSIBLE MEANS OF TRANSMITTING DISEASE:

!wo important and distinct disadvantages of the

airplane are:-·its use as a deadly 1Jreapon and its danger
of conveying infectious diseases, such as:
Cholera
5, Yellow ll'ever
a. Plague
6. Dengue
3 • Small Pox
7. Malaria
•· Typhus Fever
1.

Incubation periods of these diseases are from two
days to two weeks.

The usual flight traveling time is

less than a week so that a traveller oan ve~easily
become infected just before departure and break out
with the disease a day or so after reaching the port
of destination.
An inspection of airplanes in London in 1937 where
2,000 were inspected showed that 1960 insects were found
of 146 different varieties.

Inclusion of the housefly

would make a total of nearly 3,000,

The Culex and
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Anopheles mosquitoes were commonly found.

Natural

breeding places around airports were not found and this
would tend to prevent a large number from making the trips.
However,

only one infected Aedea might start an epidemic.

This mode of trans~iasion is only secondary to that by
man.

Of course the prevalence of insects in the cabins

of aircraft varied with the site of the airdrome, land,
or water, and distance from shore.

They rest under

seats, baggage compartments, and many places where they
will not be disturbed by an airdraft.

.l!'ortunately

there has not been much indication of a very serious
increase in spread of disease by planes in the U.S.
To prevent spread the danger was foreseen and in
1933 there resulted the origin of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation.

This has since

been ratified by practically all of the.countries of the
world.

Each government has its own regulations regarding

sanitary control of aviation applicable at all official
airdromes.

In case of a forced landing the commander

of the plane must notify the local authorities and no one
must leave the vicinity of the plane until they procure
permission from the local authorities.
The fear of the introduction of Yellow fever into
India is so great that the government prohibits people
from coming from suspected Yellow fever areas of Africa
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to enter India until 9 days have elapsed from the time
they departed,

India, Iraq, and Egypt have virtually

agreed to inform one another by telegram of any air
passengers coming from a dangerous zone.

To prevent

spread they have adopted certain precautions:
1.

Systematic destruction of mosquitoes on all airplanes.

2,

Vaccination of all personnel as soon as it's practicable.

3.

Careful inspection of passengers to eliminate the
infected persons.
For effectual destruction of mosquitoes in aircraft

a suitable sprayer and insecticide are essential.

Thia

method will of course be improved upon from time to
time.

A desirable insecticide must have certain require-

ments:

l.Highly toxic to insects
2.Inn<crouous to passengers
3. Non-inflammal)ls
4.Non-corrodve and non-staining
5.Stable in all climates
6.Readily miscible with water

The plans is sprayed one half hour before landing
and the ventilators are closed for ten minutes.

The

planes are also fumigated at night and then opened in the
morning before embarkation.

It is also wise :lb r all

passengers traveling through yellow fever areas to have
inoculations of the virus as well as vaccination.
Immunity is effective for two years.

'l'hia

(Jackson 1942-

Wslch 1938- Whitefield 1939- Schlotthauer 1940)
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DELIVERING DOCTORS BY PARACHUTE:
Thousands of men, and women, and children living
in inaooessible areas, may now be served by doctors,
and equipment may be flown in and landed by parachute.
Experiments prove this oa<1 be done suooeesfully,
The family Physician of the last generation raoed
against death many times,knowing that lives depended on
the speed of his horse,

over rough, rural trails made

hazardous in summer by rain and mud, and in winter by
snow and ioe.

Today the elements are being battled in

an~ther way to protect the lives of those who are isolated
in remote mountainous areas.

An attempt at insuring

survival of the siok is being made by transporting
doctors and essential equipment by airplane and by
parachute.
'!'here are 176 mill ions of acres of our National
forests which contain thousands of people working in
mines and lumber camps.

During severe winters, when

a-11 roads are looked up for weeks due to snow and ioe,
it is necessary in many emergencies that they receive
treatment without euoh prolonged delay.

Aleo the spring

thaws flood. the surrounding regions so that roads and
trails are impassable.
In a recent group of experiments with the training
and use of parachute jlllllpere as.fire control orewe in
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mountainous forest districts, it was proved that the
physician can be transported safely and successfully
to the homes of the sick in far, out of the way p,hcea.
Jumpers who had previously been fearful about landing
among trees were surprised to learn that the branches
aotually cushioned the landing and were preferable to the
hard, rough ground.
The personnel of 76 Forest Service landing fields
in the National forests can locate the near3st doctor
and summon him by means of short wave radio or telephone
to a central hospital.

Here he is taken.up in a plane

along with hie operating table, anesthetics, lights, and
other necessary equipment, and he may be circling above
the proper spot in a matter of minutes.

'i'he pilot f!l.ret

drop& a burlap test chute to determine the wind drift.
Then, making necessary corrections for the wind and
other factors, the pilot circles the spot again and
signals the doctor to jump.

Circling the same spot

a third time the pilot r~leases another burlap parachute
with a pack containing the necessary equipment for the

doctor to perform his duties.

'i'hese parachutes are de-

signed to bring to earth the most deli ca.ta or cumbersome
equipment as an operating table or a bottle of pills.
Egge in experimental trials have been dropped without
breaking.

Successive trials provide their landing
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within 50 to 100 yards of the desired spot.

A new 30

foot parachute has been especially designed with flaps
or ears for use in controlling the descent, and they
operate with surprising accuracy.

They descend at about

12 feet per second and thus the jumper can locate a
favorable landing spot.

A 27 foot chute for emergency 1s

packed on the chest for use in case the main chute
fails to open.
•he jumping equipment provides protection against
injury from landing on trees or rooks.
and well padded.

The suit is strong

AnJtle braces protect from strains,

and straps under the feet transfer part of the shook of
the opening parachute to the legs.

The jumper oarriea

a light, strong coil of rope in his ~ooket to lower

himself to the ground in oaee he gets caught in a tree.
Also he carries a short wave radio set to provide direct
contact with the pilot or hospital in case of further
emergencies.

The doctor suffers no 111 effects and is

physically capable of performing the most delicate of
operations, if necessary, immediately upon his arrival.
(Winters 1942)

•or course the stork has long been at it, but
nobody until now has seriously proposed delivering babies
by air.
An ambulance firm in Texas, with an eye to postwar
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business, wants to be able to do a rU'3h job for expectant
mothers, with regular service to hospitals by helicopters.
Aerial funeral processions also are planned by
Shannon's of 'ort Worth, which filed an application
with the civil aeronautics board in Washington for per-

mission to send its whirlingbladed ambulances and
hearses anywhere in the nation.

On funerals it would

take the mourners along too, possibly in a procession of
helicopters.• (World Herald 10..~43)
FLYING DOCTORS IN AUSTRALIA:

John Flynn, a !uperintendent of the iustralian Inland
Mission, was the first to realize the need of medical aid
by air.

On hie long patrols through the land for missi0&-

ary purposes he saw the necessity for medical aid by
the isolated settlers, telegraph operators, police on
their long travels, station managers, and many other
people in the "outback", to say nothing of the native
Aborigines.
The first Flying Doctor Service was inaugurated in
1929.

Wieeless signal receiving and transmitting sets

were started at this time and advanced rapidly.

These

are called Transceivers, and the power is generatea by
foot through cycle pedals.
lack of telephones.

They are valuable due to the

This organization now is conducted

by the Australian Aerial Kedical Association which is
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oo-onwealth wide.

The success of this work depends

almost entirely on the wireless organization.

The Mother

Station ie located in a town with good hospital facilities.
The service rendered is more than just first aid and
the very beet of care is attempted.
The medical work can be compared to a country general practice except that the doctor flies to the patient
and he ie called up over the radio.

The Mother Station

is in daily contact with 40 to 50 pedal tranaceivers
and advice about many illnesses is received.

Conditions

treated by advice over the radio range from fractures
to gastroenteritis and from malaria to pneumonia.
All the station homesteads have good landing fields
within a mile or so of the house, and this applies also
to Police stations, townships, telegraph stations, and
boundary riders huts.

In some districts the people

consider a good landing field about as important as a
roof over their heaas.

This se:evice has come to be a

part of the life of the 'people just as a general practitioner is in more Populous arsae.

·i·he length of the trips

ranges from an average of 100 miles to about 1200 milea.
The trips are irregular.

The doctor may be in the air

everyday for 10 days and then not at all for 3 to 4 days,
during which time he is in consultation over the wireless
system giving advice etc.
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Rarely do they postpone a flight due to weather,and
never on ao8ount of aeroplane trouble.

The oompany has

a oontract to fly the dootor and they maintain a staff
of meohanios and pilots always ready.

All branches of

medioine are praoticed and the best medical service is
available to some of the most remote people.
'•his has resulted in a feeling of medical and surgical
security by the people of the isolated parts of the continent.

The wireless has re,noved much of the loneliness

as they are able t,) converse at will with their neighbors

(200 miles away) and to speak daily with the base station
and through it by telegraph to the rest of the world.
The comparatively small number of patients attended
may appear to be out of proportion to the amount of money
spent, but when the immense distanoes, the lives saved,
and the feeling of security engendered are taken into
account, the "Flying Dcrotor" service is amply justified.
(Rossell 1939)
HIRSCHPRUNG'S DISEASE:
A patient with Hiirs,,hprung•s disease, while flying

at 14,000 feet experiences oonsiderable abdominal distention, dyspnea. and precordial pain.

'L'hese symptoms

are relieved by (l)When the plane returns to normal
barometric levels for a landing and(2) By.deflating the
oolon while the plane is still in flight.
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Most of this gas in the colon is considered to be nitrogen
residual from swallowed air.

Like any other gas this

conforms to Boyles Law and the volume increases with the
decrease of atmospheric pressure.

At 14,000 feet the

volume of nitrogen gas is about 1.9 times that of the same
gas at sea level.

Thus, any patient having this disease

or any other similar bowel affection must be either
- watched carefully while in air transp::>rt or else pro-

hibited altogether.

(Collins 1941)

AMBULANCE PATIENTS TO THE MAYO CLINIC:
With a glance at the airplane ami)ulance in another
walk of life we see that the transportation of ambulatory
patients may be considered as an important neoeseity in
oases where great distances are to be covered in a short

time.

During the latter part of 1941. 500 patients per

month were t~ansported to or from Rochester, Minnesota.
Stewardesses who were graduate nurses and with specific
training accompanied each flight.

The patients were

most appreciative of the benefits and comforts of airplane
travel and they were well p.eased to be under the care
of a registered nurse.
Several patients who had undergone.colostomy noted the
expulsion of greater than normal amounts of gas from the
ooloni~ stump as altitudes of 10,000 to 12;000 feet were
reached.

According to Boyles Law this is explained by
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the expansion of gas in indirect proportion to the pressure.
The pressure at 20,000 feet allows the expansion of gas
to about two times its original volume.
Adjustable army litters with light weight sponge
rubber mattresses would add much to the patient's comfort,

The 111 are especially sensitive to changes in

temperature, so that they must be well covered with warm
blankets and protected from drafts.
The use of supercharged cabin airplanes in compensating for the decrease in partial pressure of oxygen

has proved of great value.

·.1:hie provides fo.r the same

partial pressure of air at high altitudes as at low
altitudes.

tain in the ears .and sinuses as well as

gaseous distress is obviously eliminated.

Parachute

troops are accompanied by a medical detachment.

Airplane

ambulances should operate at as. low an altitude as is
safe and smooth, not only to prevent anoxemia in pneumonia oases eta. , but also to prevent undue expansion of
the gases in the G.I. tract.

Passengers having well com-

pensated heart 1iisease need have no fear of flying at
the highest altitueds, provided adequate oxygen supply
is available.

patients with severe ·valvular disea.ee

with easily provoked angina, patients ·who have recently
had congestive failure, as well as those who are old and
feeble should be advised that their conditions preclude
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against air transportation of anykind.

(Kolmer 1942)

MEDICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION:
The role of the air force officer lies in the field
of preventive medicine as well as military medicine.
Diet and nutrition are very important in this phase.
The conservation of manpower is the fundamental aim
of the medic~l service of the Air force just as it is of
all military medicine.
The attainment of this objective involves the whole
range of medical science from eugenics through welfare
activities and ,preventive medicine to the treatment of
the sick and wounded and their restoration

to normal

health for duty at the earliest possible moment.(Massey 1931)
The medical service with the Army Air Forces must be
a world wide, excellently staffed organization.

It is

continually faced with problems not found in t.he other
branches, such as rapid exposure to all types of diaeaee
deterioration, injury, and environment.

For example,

Air Force Personnel may be in the Tropics one day and in
the Arotio region the next day.

They may fly from eea

level barometric pressure to those of the stratosphere
within only a few minutes.
Air transportation requires special knowledge an•
excellent judgment.

The air force doctor must understan:1

the intricacies of predicting the types and relative nuD-
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ber of Blitz Krieg casualties and be able to estimate
accurately and quickly the kind and quantity of supplies
to be flown forward.

He rnust have considerable experience

in operational flying in order to properly evaluate and
solve these problems of supply, transportation and air
evacuation.

The use of the first aid kite, eepeoially

those of the parachute, jungle, arotio, and airplane
ambulance types, requires a knowledge of the emergencies
which may be expected in air oombat operations.
A oompreheneive plan of training of specialized
personnel has been instituted by the Army Air Force Medical Servioe,

llany of the Y'}unger and better, endowed

doctors will beoome Flight Surgeons.

Cf.ndidates for the

Flight Surgeon rating will be sent to the school of
aviation Medicine at Randolph Field, Texas for a six
weeks intensive training program in Physiology, Cardiology,
Ophthalmology, Otolaryngology, Neuropsychiatry, and
Clinical Medicine.

Upon graduation fron the School of

Aviation lledicine the doctor is rated an aviation
Medioal examiner and is sent to one of the Army Air Force
classification centers for an additional six weeks of
training.

After this

three months period the majority

of these men will be assigned to training operational
flying units.

A doctor must serve a year as an aviation
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flight examiner during which time ha must show special
qualifications.

Then he may become a Flight Surgeon.

However, he may obtain this rating in lees than a year
if he happens to be assigned to combat duty.
1941-rrothingham 1919)

(Grant
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CONCLUSION

From the facts obtained in the foregoing presentation the reader may conclude that the Airplane
Ambulance has won a reputable place for itself in
Military Medicine.

Although gruesome to evaluate the

development, it is apparent that it has taken two
great wars to bring about the necessary strategy for
the ingenious methods under which the progress of
this vehicle has been engineered.
ItB present day status has been approached
gradually until the few years just recently when it
has advanced rapidly almost beyond the limits of any
former expectations.
When we look back on the "Flying Ambulances" of
1792 we can realize that ambulance service at that
time was quite efficient.

Following this period

very little progress was made in anything along this
line and thus we had a stalemate which offered very
little change for over 100 years.
During the Civil war, ambulance service, which
was the same type that existed in Europe for many

years, was introduced in the United States.

This

was no improvement over the European ambulance, but
at the turn of the 20th century automobiles began
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to revolutionize this type of service.

The present

war hae brought about considerable advancement in
the Airplane Ambulance after the first World war
initiated its development.

Now when a soldier is

wounded in battle he is assured of maintaining the
best poseible care available to him by his transportation on Wings to specialized attention at a base
hospital.
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